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Introduction

COOKING FROM SCRATCH

During my first year of university I brought a friend home.

He watched in rapt fascination as my mother rolled out the 

dough for an apple pie on the kitchen bench.

“What?” my mother asked, puzzled by his interest.

“I’ve never seen anybody make a homemade pie before,” he 

admitted.

“Never?” My mother was flabbergasted. “But … where did you get 

your pies?”

“I don’t know.” His expression turned sheepish. “From the 

supermarket, I guess.”

This anecdote may sound extreme, but in this prefab, ready-made, 

hurry-up, grab-’n’-go world I suspect you could find many people who 

would acknowledge that they had never feasted on homemade pies, 

bread, jam or spaghetti sauce when they were growing up.

When our boys were little they liked pancakes for breakfast. For a 

time I used one of those ready-made pancake mixes. You only had to 

add milk, eggs, and oil to make the batter. But mornings at our house 

were hectic, and I found that even that took too much time. Soon I got 

into the habit of buying pre-made pancakes, found in the frozen food 

section at the supermarket. Now there was no need to mix any batter. 

All you had to do was drop the frozen pancakes into the toaster, warm 

them up and voilà! They were ready for syrup and butter. Other than 
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a faint cardboardy flavour, they didn’t taste half-bad.

Then one day I read an alarming article about the paltry nutritional 

value of pre-packaged foods. After that I resolved to start making 

pancakes the right way. I got up early so I could mix the batter. It 

wasn’t as difficult as I expected. That morning I served them the real 

deal – authentic, old-school pancakes that were made from scratch. I 

felt a glow of paternal pride as I watched my kids eat them. But after 

a few moments I began to discern a distinct lack of enthusiasm in 

Joseph, our youngest.

“Tasty, huh?” I asked him. “What do you think?”

“It’s … okay,” he muttered.

“Just ‘okay’?”

Joseph shrugged. “I like the pre-made pancakes better. I guess I’m 

more used to that taste.”

Observe a classroom full of kids writing nonfiction and you run into 

a glaring paradox. On the one hand it’s apparent that kids genuinely 

like this genre. Many students (often boys) who sleepwalk through 

personal narrative suddenly wake up and get excited when invited 

to write about spiders, volcanoes or killer whales. When it comes 

to nonfiction, teachers don’t have to work very hard to motivate 

students. Kids respond to the indisputable “truthiness” of nonfiction: 

The Titanic actually did hit an iceberg, which damaged its hull and 

caused the mighty ship to sink in the icy waters of the North Atlantic. 

Fifteen hundred passengers lost their lives. Cicadas actually do stay 

buried in the ground for seventeen years before they emerge by the 

billions. Nonfiction taps into the senses of wonder and curiosity that 

are enduring hallmarks of childhood.

So with this genre we start with an intrinsic buy-in from students. 

On the other hand, I see an awful lot of formulaic nonfiction writing 

in the schools I visit. Nonfiction is the writing genre most typically 

“done to” students. We channel students into a particular curricular 

area whether they like it or not. We organise their writing for them, 

directing them to follow rubrics and use detailed pre-writing outlines 

and graphic organisers. We teach them our system for taking notes 

and doing research. We tell students, “Your final report must include 
,  and .” No wonder students 

feel confined! No wonder so much of their nonfiction writing lacks 

energy and voice.
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Welcome to nonfiction writing: our most pre-packaged genre. My 

kids had eaten so many frozen pancakes, they had come to believe that 

pancakes were supposed to have that slightly chemical, cardboardy 

taste. In a similar way, nonfiction writing has been taught in such a 

way that many people – teachers, administrators, parents, students – 

have come to believe that this is the way it’s supposed to sound and 

feel and taste. But I think – I know – we can do a lot better.

Real-World Nonfi ction: A Moving Train
Seeing so much formulaic nonfiction writing at school puzzles me 

because in the real world things are moving in the opposite direction. 

In the world at large there’s an exciting renaissance of nonfiction. This 

genre is busy being reborn, rapidly reinventing itself in a more playful, 

less rigid and scripted form. Twenty years ago the options were quite 

limited for anyone who wanted to learn about a particular subject: a 

newspaper, a nonfiction book, a feature article in a magazine or an 

entry found in an encyclopedia. Today a rich variety of new formats 

are readily available. If you want to learn about something you can

• download a podcast and listen to it at your convenience.

• watch a YouTube video.

• visit a website, blog or electronic mailing list.

• listen to a TED Talk where you can hear an expert insider talking 

about a particular topic.

• immerse yourself in a multimedia newspaper article. I say 

immerse because read does not seem sufficient to describe what 

it’s like to experience this evolving media. Check out “Snow Fall: 

The Avalanche at Tunnel Creek” by John Branch. http://www.

nytimes.com/projects/2012/snow-fall/#/?part=tunnel-creek.

• go virtual. From your computer you can easily take a virtual 

tour of a city or stroll through a house you might want to 

purchase. Some new forms of nonfiction feel like pages 

ripped from a far-out science fiction novel. The USC Institute 

for Creative Technologies is bringing film- and game-industry 

artists together with computer and social scientists to study 

and develop “immersive media” for health therapies, science 

education and even military training.
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The world of nonfiction is rapidly becoming more visual, 

experiential, interactive and multisensory. It may incorporate music, 

video, photographs and animation. Course offerings at universities 

reflect the rapid transformation of this genre. Today the University of 

New Hampshire offers two different courses on “creative nonfiction”.

But this renaissance in nonfiction has been slow to permeate 

primary and secondary classrooms. In many schools we find kids 

still producing the same paint-by-number reports that I did when I 

was at school. And while there’s renewed interest in nonfiction in 

education, I’m not convinced that they’re encouraging livelier writing 

in this genre. I would argue that many standards efforts have had the 

opposite impact.

We need to prepare students for the universe of today’s nonfiction 

and the expectations that come with it. We need to open up their eyes 

to the wide range of possibilities available to any and all who want to 

communicate their expertise to the world. And we need to develop 

their critical literacy skills, so they are savvier consumers of media.

This book started with a tantalising question: what would it look 

like for kids to create authentic nonfiction without relying on a 

formula, rubric or rigid outline? What would it be like for students to 

make nonfiction from scratch? In the pages that follow we’ll explore 

this idea. The book contains two parts: “Setting the Table: Tools of the 

Nonfiction Trade” and “Making Nonfiction in the Classroom”. “Setting 

the Table” explores essential conditions, attitudes and dispositions 

for making strong nonfiction. “Making Nonfiction in the Classroom” 

gets down to the nuts and bolts, looking at specific strategies and 

classroom structures we can use to help students find success in this 

genre. In an effort to make this book as practical as possible, I’ve also 

included “Classroom Connection” sections in some chapters to suggest 

immediate ways a teacher might put these ideas to use. 

Any informational writing brings high expectations, as well it 

should. It must be accurate, insightful and well organised, but it 

doesn’t have to be deadly. Let’s make our classrooms a place where 

students can create delicious nonfiction writing replete with passion, 

insight and voice.© H
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